Starting Smarter

BE A PARTNER IN YOUR CHILD’S SUCCESS

Your child's score reports are tools to help you better understand whether your child is on track for success in English language arts/literacy (ELA), mathematics, or English language development. Use the student score reports along with the Starting Smarter websites to make a plan for supporting your child's learning.

EXPLORE YOUR CHILD’S TEST SCORE REPORTS

CHECK OUT SAMPLE TEST QUESTIONS

ACCESS PARENT FRIENDLY RESOURCES

To learn more about your child’s California Assessment of Student Performance and Progress (CAASPP) test scores, visit the Starting Smarter parent website for CAASPP assessments at https://ca.startingsmarter.org/.

To learn more about your child’s English Language Proficiency Assessments for California (ELPAC) test scores, visit the Starting Smarter parent website for the ELPAC at https://elpac.startingsmarter.org/.

You play an important part in your child’s success. The California Department of Education is committed to making sure parents have the information they need to best support their children’s learning.